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Abstract 
Epsilon-inflation is often used in verification umerics to find an interval vector [ x], such that some interval 
function [ f ]  maps [x], into itself. We recall algorithms which use epsilon-inflation to verify this subset 
property [ f ]  ( [x] , )  C_ [x],, and we derive criteria which guarantee that already finitely many inflation steps 
are sufficient o prove it. These criteria require [ f ]  to be a P-contraction. We recall results on P-contractions, 
and we derive rules to verify them. We also introduce local P-contractions, and we use this concept o guarantee 
again the subset property above when using epsilon-inflation. 
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1. In t roduct ion  
In recent years, self-validating methods have grown to an important tool in numerical mathematics. 
Many of these methods use interval arithmetic and are often based on the so called epsilon-inflation, 
a term which has been introduced by Rump [21] (cf. also [6] ). Using epsilon-inflation i interval 
computation means to enlarge a compact interval Ix] to some interval [x] ,  which contains [x] 
in its interior in t ( [x ] , ) ,  and which differs from Ix] in some sense by a real parameter E > 0. 
Epsilon-inflation for vectors and matrices is defined entrywise where ~ is allowed to depend on the 
entries. 
The reason why one inflates is illustrated by the following situation. Assume that f : IR ~ 
is a continuous function for which a fixed point is to be proved. If there is an interval function 
[ f ]  : ER ~ ~ on the set ~ of real compact intervals uch that 
f (x )  E [ f ] ( [x ] ) ,  fo ra l l xE  [x] and any [x] E]IIR, (1.1) 
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then f has a fixed point x* in [x], provided 
[ f ] ( [x ] )  C_ [x] or [ f ] ( [x ] )  C_int([x]) (1.2) 
can be shown where int( [x] ) denotes the interior of [x]. This follows from Brouwer's fixed-point 
theorem for f ,  since (1.1) and (1.2) imply that f maps [x] into itself. To achieve (1.2), one usually 
starts with an approximation £ of x* which one computes by numerical standard algorithms. One 
then iterates according to the following pseudo-algorithm in which epsilon-inflation is involved and 
in which kmax denotes a given positive integer. 
Algorithm 1. 
(1) Ix] := [~,~] 
(2) choose e > 0 
k :=0 
(3) repeat 
k :=k+l  
[y] := [x],  (E-inflation) 
[x] :=[ f ] ( [y ] )  
until [x] c_ [y] or k = kmax 
(4) if k = kmax then goto (2) or stop 
There are essentially two ways to obtain [x],. 
The first one consists in an ansatz 
[x],  := ~ + [ -e ,  e], (1.3) 
where e > 0 must be computed such that (1.2) holds at once, i.e., one finishes tep (3) in Algorithm 1 
with k = 1. 
The second way is a method of trial and error. One sets e = 0.1, e.g., defines 77 to be some small 
number (the smallest machine number, e.g.), and computes [x],  from [x] = [x,2] E 1II~ according 
to one of the following possibilities: 
(i) [x],  = [x] + [ -E ,e ] ;  
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
([x] + e[-I_~i, I~1], if x .~  5~0, 
[x]~ = [x] + [-~7,~7], if x . ]  = O; 
(absolute inflation) 
(inflation relatively to the bounds x_, 5) 
[x]~ = Ix] + e[ - I~ l ,  I~l] + [-77,~7]; 
ix] + [[x] l [ -e ,e] ,  if [x] 40, 
[x]~ = [x] + [-77, 77], if [x] = O; 
(inflation relatively to the absolute value I[x] I) 
(v) [x]~ = Ix] + i [x ] l [ -e ,e ]  + [-77,77]; 
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{[x]+d([x])[ - -e ,e ]=( l+e) [x ] -E [x ] ,  if d ( [x ] ) :=  ~-  x 5/0, (vi) [x],  = [x] + [-~7, r/], if d[x]  = 0; 
(inflation relatively to the diameter d( [x] ) ) 
(vii) [x ] ,=[x]+d( [x ] ) [ - -e ,e ]+[ - - r l ,  r l ]=( l+E) [x ] - -E [x ]+[ - - r l ,  ri]; 
(viii) ~ [y] = (1 + e)[x]  - e[x] ,  
L Ix] ,  = [y', y'],  
where y', y' denote the next preceding and the next succeeding machine number of y and y, 
respectively. 
The list is certainly incomplete. The last definition for [ x],  is implemented in the scientific language 
PASCAL-XSC (cf. [9]).  
Having defined [x],  according to one of the eight possibilities above, one runs through step (3) 
of Algorithm 1 several times hoping that (1.2) will be fulfilled. Often kmax = 3, and • is replaced 
by 5e, if step (2) is reached via step (4) (cf. [7], e.g.) This justifies the name "trial and error". 
It is obvious that the ideas above can be generalized to vector functions and matrix functions in a 
straightforward wait. 
It is a numerical experience that the method of trial and error yields to [x] C_ [y] in Algorithm 1 
after a few iterations only, provided ~ approximates x* sufficiently well and • in [x],  is chosen 
appropriately. Nevertheless it is an open question whether (1.2) will be always obtained theoretically. 
For linear systems of equations it is shown in [23] that epsilon-inflation will guarantee (1.2) if 
kmax in Algorithm 1 is sufficiently large. We will generalize this result o nonlinear systems f (x )  = x, 
provided that the interval function [ f ]  in (1.1) is a so-called P-contraction (cf. Section 2) on the set 
E~ ~ of interval vectors with n components. We prove a similar result if [ f ]  fulfils the P-contraction 
property only locally. 
We have arranged our paper as follows. In Section 2 we present he notation used later on. In 
Section 3 we recall classes of examples on which epsilon-inflation is applied. In Section 4 we prove 
that P-contractions are contractions in the usual sense, if one introduces an appropriate vector norm. 
In addition, we show how to construct P-contractions. In Section 5 we state and prove results on 
epsilon-inflation. In Section 6 we illustrate the theory by some numerical examples. 
2. Notations 
By I~ n, I~ nx", ~ ,  I~", 1I~ "x" we denote the set of real vectors with n components, the set of real 
n × n matrices, the set of intervals, the set of interval vectors with n components and the set of 
n x n interval matrices, respectively. By "interval" we always mean a real compact interval. We 
write interval quantities in brackets with the exception of point quantities (i.e., degenerate interval 
quantities) which we identify with the element they contain. Examples are the identity matrix I, its 
ith column e (i) and the vector e = (1, 1 . . . . .  1 )7 with n or n + 1 components (depending on the 
context). With [z] C ]I~ ~ we define the subset I ( [ z ] )  := {[x] l[x] C__ [z]} of fIR n. We apply the 
notation [x] = ([x] i )  = [x,~] = ([&,~/])  E ]IR n simultaneously without further reference, and 
we proceed similarly with the elements of ~n, I~ ~×n, lI~ and ]Ill~ "×". By int( [a] ), we denote the 
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topological interior of an interval [a], by ~ we mean its midpoint and by [a]U_.[b] we abbreviate 
the convex hull of the union [a],U[b] for [a], [b] E ]IN. We define the absolute value I[a]l by 
[Jail := max{lal a E [a] }, the diameter d( [a] ) by d( [a] ) := ~-a  and the distance q( [a],  [b] ) by 
q( [a],  [b] ) := max{la-bl, I -bl}. For interval vectors and interval matrices these terms are applied 
entrywise. Continuity in llN and ]IN" is to be understood with respect o q. If f (x )  is an expression 
for some function f ,  we write f (  [x] ) for the interval arithmetic evaluation of this expression (cf. 
[4] ) assuming that f (  [x] ) exists. Note, that we distinguish f (  [x] ) from the value [ f ]  ( [x] ) of the 
interval function [ f ]  in (1.1). Certainly, [ f ]  can be defined by [ f ] ( [x ] )  := f ( [x ] ) ,  but it need 
not necessarily be given in this way. 
For details on the interval arithmetic we refer to [4,5,12,16-18]. Here, we only mention the 
formulae 
q([x] , [y])  ~q( [x ] , [ z ] )+q( [z ] , [y ] ) ,  ] 
q([x]  +[z ] , [y ]+[z ] )=q( [x ] , [y ] ) ,  
q([w] +[x] , [y ]+[z ] )  ~q( [w] , [y ] )+q( [x ] , [ z ] ) ,  
q([A][x] , [A][y])  ~ I[A]lq([x],[y]), 
for [w] , [x ] , [y l , [ z ]  E IN", 
[A] E ~R "×". (2.1) 
We write p(A) for the spectral radius of a matrix A E IR "x", and we denote by A ) 0 a nonnegative 
n x n matrix, i.e., a;j ~> 0 for i, j = 1 . . . . .  n. We call x E II~" positive writing x > 0 if xi > 0 , 
i=1  . . . . .  n. 
As in [4], we define [ f ]  : IIIR" + IIN" to be a P-contraction if there is a nonnegative matrix 
P E N "x" with p(P)  < 1 such that 
q( [ f ] ( [x ] ) , [ f ] ( [y ] ) )  ~Pq( [x ] , [y ] ) ,  (2.2) 
for all [x], [y] E lII~ ~. 
If [ f ]  fulfils (2.2) only for all [x], [y] C_ [z] with some given [z] E IIIR ~, we call [ f ]  a 
P-contraction on [z ]. Note that this definition is a natural extension of the P-contraction in [20], 
which is defined for real functions f : [z] ~ IR n as follows. 
Definition 2.1 (Ortega and Rheinboldt [20]). Let f :  [z] E ]IN n ~ ]I~ n fulfil 
I f (x)  - f (Y) l  ~< P ix -  Yl, for all x,y E [z] ,  
with 0 ~< P E IR "x" and p(P) < 1. Then f is called a P-contraction on [z].  
Remember that q( [x, x], [y, y] ) = I x - Yl for point intervals [x, x] and [y, y]. 
Similarly, we define I f ]  : ]IN n ~ ]IN n to be a contraction (with respect o some vector norm I1" II) 
if there is a real constant a E (0, 1) such that 
I lq([ f ] ( [x]) ,  [ f ] ( [Y ] ) ) l l  ~< al lq([x] ,  [y])ll (2.3) 
holds for all [x], [y] E IIN". 
If [ f ]  fulfils (2.3) only for the interval vector subsets of some given [z] E ]IN ", we call [ f ]  a 
contraction on [z ]. 
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Let I1" II be a norm on ]R ". Then we term I1" II monotone if Ixl lyl implies Ilxll Ilyll. m particular 
monotone norm is the maximum norm, which we will denote, as usual, by I1" I1 - Applied to matrices 
this symbol means the row sum norm. 
3. Examples where epsilon-inflation applies 
We want to present now examples in verification umerics where epsilon-inflation is used to prove 
the self-mapping property of functions in fixed-point theorems which we select to be applied. To this 
end we assume that some function g • D C R n ~ R" is sufficiently smooth (continuous at least) 
and that its domain D is appropriate for our considerations. Furthermore we suppose that the interval 
arithmetic evaluation g( [x] ) exists wherever it is needed. With g we construct some function f 
the values f (x)  of which we enclose by some interval function [ f ]  (mostly the interval arithmetic 
evaluation [ f ] ( [x ] )  := f ( [x ] ) ) .  
Fulfilling 
[ f ] ( [x l )  ~ [x] (3.1) 
or  
[ f ]  ( Ix ] )  C_ int([x])  (3.2) 
for some interval vector [x] (derived by inflation, e.g.) will mean 
f(x*) =x*, (3.3) 
and, with the exception of the subsequent Example 3.1(a), 
g(x*) = 0, (3.4) 
for some vector x* E [x]. Often (3.2) even guarantees uniqueness of x* when f ,  g are restricted to 
Ix]. 
In Examples 3.1 and 3.2 Brouwer's fixed-point heorem is used to prove (3.3), provided (3.1) or 
(3.2) are fulfilled. 
Example 3.1 (Systems of linear and nonlinear equations). 
(a) f (x)  :=g(x) ,  [ f l ( [x ] )  := f ( [x ] ) .  
The properties (3.1) and (3.2) both imply f(x*) =g(x*)  =x* for some x* E [x]. 
( /0 ) (b) f (x)  :=.~-Cg(Yc) q- I -C  g'(YcWt(x-Yc))dt (x-Yc), C E]~nxn, 
[ f ]  ( [x] ) := ~ -- Cg(Yc) + (I - Cg'(YcU[x] )) ( [x] - 2). 
Property (3.1) implies (3.3) and also (3.4) provided C is nonsingular. Property (3.2) implies 
(3.3) and (3.4) with x* E [x] being unique; in addition, it proves C to be nonsingular. Iterating 
with [ f ]  yields the well-known Krawczyk method. 
(I' )' (c) f (x)  := .~-  g'(~c+t(x-Yc))dt g(Yc), [ f ] ( [x ] )  :=Yc-IGA(g'([x]),g(Yc)), 
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where we assume that the inverse xists and that the interval Gaussian algorithm (cf. [4] ), producing 
the vector IGA(-, .), is feasible. Here, (3.1) implies (3.3) and (3.4) as well as the uniqueness of 
X*. 
(d) Choosing g(x) := Ax - b in (a) and (b) results in well-known enclosure methods for linear 
systems of equations. An ansatz of the form (1.3) for (b) yields 
I IC(b-  a2) IIo  e )  
1-11Z-fZ[l  
as a sufficient criterion for (3.1) provided 
I [ I -  CAIIoo < 1 (3 .5 )  
holds. Note that (3.5) implies the nonsingularity of A and C. 
Example 3.2 (Generalized eigenvalue problem, eigenvalue problem; cf [ 1,3,13,14,21,22] ). Let A, 
B E IR "x", ~ E N", ,~ E 11~, tr E II~\{0}, s E {1 . . . . .  n} fixed. 
{ Ax-  ABx 
(a) g(x,a) := \(e(s))Vx_a), 
i.e., g : IR n+l ~ 11~ "+1 ,
f (x ,A) :=(~) -Cg(2 , - J )+{ '  - - I 'A -~B-BxL~ (e(,,)T 0 )} (A- -  a), 
C E IR ('+1>×("+1) , [ f ] ( [x l ,  [,U) := f ( [x l ,  [A]). 
Replace [xl in (3.1) and (3.2) by ([x] ,  [A] ), and use (x*, A*) in (3.3,, (3.4) instead of x*. Then 
(3.1) implies (3.3), and also (3.4) provided C is nonsingular. In this case, ( [x], [a] ) encloses ome 
eigenpair (x*, A*) of the generalized eigenvalue problem Ax = ABx with the normalization x 2 = a. 
Property (3.2) again implies uniqueness of (x*, A*) with respect o ( [x] ,  [A]). 
An ansatz like (1.3) yields • E [B1,/321 with 
(1 - o.)  • x / (1  - o )  2 - 4p~" 
il l ,2 := 2~" ' 
I _ I 'A -AB-BY¢~ , c (B)  
p:=llCg(Sc, a)lloo, or := o 311oo ,,,oo 
This can be seen analogously to [ 1 ]. 
For B = I, one gets, of course, enclosures for an eigenpair of A. 
(b) g(x, A) := Ax - ABx, f (y )  := -Cg(2, "J) + (I - C,4)y + CBys~, with the following notation: 
2s7 ~0, for some f ixedsC{1 . . . . .  n}, 
y := (xl - 21 . . . . .  Xs-1 - Xs-1, A - A, Xs+l - 2s+l . . . . .  xn - 2n) T, 
:= (Yl . . . . .  Ys-l, 0, Y,+I . . . . .  Yn) T, 
(A - ~B) i  is the ith column of A - AB, 
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,4 := ((A - AB)I . . . . .  (A - AB),_I,-B$c, (A -  AB),+I . . . . .  (A - AB),) ,  
CE IR  "×", [ f ] ( [y ] ) :=f ( [y ] ) .  
The assertions of (a) hold analogously with a = ~ and (x*, ,V) E (~ + [:~], ] + [y]~). Again an 
ansatz is possible resulting in similar conditions as in (a); cf. [ 1 ] for details. 
Example 3.3 (Singular value problem; cf [2]). Let A E I~ rex" have full rank and let ~ E ~", 
y E ~ ' ,  5",~ E ~. 
[ax  - try \ 
| ATy -- rx | . R,,+n+2 ]~m+n+2, 
g(x,y,  tr, 7):= | xX x_ l  / '  i .e.,g ---, 
\ yTy _ 1 ] 
f ( z  ) := (~T, ~T, O', ~)T -- Cg(Yc, y,~r,~) + (I - CA) (z  - ~) + C~, 
with the following notation: Ik is the k × k identity matrix, C E R (m+~+2)×('+~+2), 
z := E ~m+~+2, z := | - (x  - ~)T(x - ~) 
\ _ (y  _ y)T(y _ y) 
-~-I~ A T 0 N(m+n+2) x(m+n+2) 
/~ := 2X T 0 0 E 
0 27  0 
Again, (3.1) and (3.2) imply (3.3) if [x] and x* are replaced by 
[xl Y* 
[ z ]= [Y] and z*= 
T* 
respectively. Property (3.1) also implies g(z*) = 0 provided C is nonsingular. Property (3.2) even 
guarantees this nonsingularity and, in addition, uniqueness of z* within [ z ]. 
The vector .~ + [x] encloses x* which is a right singular vector of A, associated with the right 
singular value o-* E O- + [o'] and normalized by (x* )Tx  * ---- 1. Analogously, ~ + [y] encloses the 
normalized left singular vector y* which corresponds to the left singular value ~'* E ~ + [r].  As in 
Example 3.3 an ansatz is possible based on the general criterion 
[a] C [b] ¢~ Ih -  b[ ~< ½(d([b]) - d ( [a ] ) )  
for intervals [a], [b]. Cf. [2] for details. 
We now turn over to initial-value problems 
x'(t)  = k(t, x ( t ) ) ,  t > to, k sufficiently smooth, 3.6) ( 
X( to) = x ¢°), 
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which we will consider in their equivalent integral form 
fo x(t)  =g(x)  :=x (°) + k(s ,x (s ) )  ds. (3.7) 
Here Banach's fixed-point theorem can be applied to guarantee the existence and the uniqueness of a 
solution x* of (3.6) and (3.7), at least in some nondegenerate interval [to, t]. 
Example 3.4 (Initial-value problem; cf [ 16]). f (x )  := g(x), choose sl > to, inflate [x] co) := x(O) 
to [x] (1) := [x],  (°) and adjust t = tl ~< sl as large as possible such that 
[ f ]  (Ix] (1)) := [X](0) + [to, q]k([to, Sl], [x] (l)) C_ [x] (1) 
Thus f (x ( t ) )  C [x] <1), to ~< t ~< tl, for all continuous functions x : [to, tl] --~ I~. 
Inflate now [x] ~) to [x] <2) := [x]~ 1), then choose s2 > tl and t2 E (tl,S2] as large as possible 
such that 
[X](I) "3F [t l ,t2]k([tl ,S2], [x] (2)) C_ [x] (2). 
Repeating this process up to t = tn produces an interval function 
[x] ( t )  :=[x]  ~i), ti<~t<~ti+l, i=O, 1 . . . . .  n -  1, 
which contains a solution x* of (3.6) and (3.7); x* is unique with respect o [x] (t),  to ~< t ~< t,. 
4. P-contractions 
In this section we derive results on P-contractions which are partly known. 
Theorem 4.1 (cf. [4] ). Let [ f ]  : ]I~" ~ ]IR" be a P-contraction. Then [ f ]  is continuous. Further- 
more there is a monotone norm [[-][p in ~" such that [ f ]  is a contraction in the usual sense when 
defining the metric in ]l~" by Ilq([x], [y])[[p. Each sequence of iterates [x] k+l :- [ f ]  ([x]k),  k = 
O, 1 . . . . .  converges to the same limit [x]*, which is the unique fixed point of [ f ] .  
If 
[ f ] (x )  E R" (4.1) 
holds for all x E It~ n, then [x] * is a point vector. 
If  some function f : I~" --~ I~" satisfies the inclusion property 
f (x )  C [ f l ( [x ] )  (4.2) 
for all x E [x] and any [x] E ]l]l~', then [x]* contains all fixed points of f .  If f is continuous, it 
has at least one fixed point in [x] * 
I f  in addition to (4.1), the property (4.2) holds, then f is a P-contraction in the sense of [20]. 
It has a unique fixed point which can be identified with Ix]* 
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Proof. The continuity of [ f ]  follows directly from the definition of a P-contraction. By the continuity 
of the spectral radius [19] and by the Theorem of Perron and Frobenius [24], there is a d~ > 0 and 
a positive vector x such that 
p := p(P  + See r) < 1 and (P + ~eer)x = px, (4.3) 
for the matrix P in (2.2). Let Dx := diag(xl . . . . .  Xn) E IR ~×~ be the diagonal matrix with xi as ith 
diagonal element for i = 1 . . . . .  n. Define the monotone vector norm II • lip := IIDxlYlI~ for y E IR ~. 
Then for the corresponding matrix norm we get 
IlellP ~ IIDx~(P + ,~eeX)Oxlloo = P < 1; 
hence by (2.2), 
I Iq(f([x]), f ( [y ] )  )llP <~ p. I lq([x], [y])llP. 
This proves I f ]  to be a contraction. Since (1III~ n, Ilq(', ")liP) is a complete metric space, the existence 
and the uniqueness of [x]* follow from Banach's fixed-point heorem. The remaining part of the 
theorem follows from Brouwer's fixed-point theorem, or is trivial, rq 
Theorem 4.1 states, in particular, that any P-contraction is a contraction in the usual sense. The 
question arises quite naturally whether the properties P-contraction and contraction with respect o 
some norm are equivalent. For n = 1 this is certainly the case. For n > 1, however, the following 
example, which I owe to Martin Koeber, answers this question egatively even for functions f : IR" 
1R ~ which are P-contractions in the sense of [20]. 
Example  4.2 (Koeber [ 10] ). Let 
• 1 
f x~ ½11xll~ 1 " 
Then f is a contraction with respect o I1" I1~, but not a P-contraction. 
Proof. Obviously, 
I l f (x)  - f (y ) l l~  -- ½ Ilxll~ -Ilylloo ~< ½1Ix- yll~, 
for all x, y E II~n; hence f is a contraction with respect o II-I1~. 
Assume now that f is a P-contraction. Then, 
I f (x) l  = I f (x)  - f (0 ) l=  q( f (x ) , f (O) )  ~< elxl,  
for all x E IR n. Choosing x = (1,0) T and x = (0, 1) T, respectively, implies 
1 (P l l  
k P21 
respectively• Thus, 
P )~.  1 1 
1(1) ( 12) 
and ~ 1 ~ P22 ' 
1 
hence p(P)>~ p(~(11 1) )=1,  
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which contradicts the definition of a P-contraction. [] 
Example 4.3. Let [ f ]  • I[II~" ~ I[~ n be defined by 
[ f ] ( [x ] )  := [A] [x] + [b], (4.4) 
where [A] E fIR "×n satisfies p(I[A]I) < 1. Then, by (2.1), [ f ]  is a P-contraction. 
The following lemma is useful to verify P-contractions for more complicated functions than (4.4). 
Lemma 4.4. Let f ,  f "  I~ ~ ~ satisfy 
If(x) - f (y) l  ~< n ix -  yl, If(x) - f (y) l  ~< n ix -  yt, (4.5) 
for some fixed n > 0 and for all x, y E JR. Assume that [ f ]  • ]IX ~ I[R is defined by 
[ f ]  ( [x] ) := [ f (x l ) ,  f(x2) ], (4.6) 
where xi, x2 are some elements from [x] with 
f(x~) = min{f(x) lx  E [x]} ~< f (x2)= max(y(x)lx ~ [x]).  
Then 
q( [ f ] ( [x ] ) ,  [ f ]  ( [y ] ) )  ~< nq([x] ,  [y]) (4.7) 
holds. 
Proof. Let [x], [y] E ]I~ and let xi, Yi, i = 1,2, be the elements from [x], [y] which define 
[ f ]  ( Ix] ) and [ f ]  ( [y] ), respectively. Without loss of generality, we assume f(Yi) ~> f (x l  ). Then 
by (4.5) we obtain 
f (y )  - f (x l )  <<, nlY - x l l ,  
If(y1) - f (x l ) l  = f(y~) - f (x l )  ~ ~(y)  ~(xi )  ~< n ly -  x~ I. 
If Xl > Y, the upper inequality ields 
If(Yi) - f (x~) l  ~< ~ly-~1 ~ nq([x] ,  [y]) .  
If x~ < y, then the lower inequality ields 
if(y1) - f(x~)l ~< nly- xl ~ aq([x],  [y]) .  
If y ~< x~ ~< y, then f(Yl)  ~< f (x l ) ,  hence f(y~) = f (x l ) ,  which trivially implies 
If(y~) - f (x~) l  ~< aq([x],  [y]) .  
Similarly one shows 
17(y2) - f(x2) I ~< nq( [x], [y] ), 
which proves (4.7). [] 
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Example 4.5. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Proof. 
The following functions are P-contractions: 
1 arctan ( [x] )" [ f ] ( [x ] )  =~ 
[ f ] ( [x ] )  =e  -I~12, where [xl z := {xZlx E [x]}; 
[ f ] ( [x ] )  = ts in ( [x ] ) ,  where Jill < 1; 
[ f ]  ( [x ] )  = ycos(  [x] ), where < 1. 
- -  1 (i) Apply Lemma 4.4 with f (x )  = f (x )  = ~ arctan x, xl = x, X 2 = X, and 
( l  } 
a=max{(~tarc tanx) ' [xE IR}=max 2(1+x 2) [xE IR  =~l < 1. 
- -  _X2  (ii) Apply Lemma 4.4 with f (x )  = f (x )  = e , 
X 1 = 
{~,  if Ixl, 0, if 0 E [x],  
x, if I~l < I-~l, x2 = L x, if 0 < x_, 
- ~, i f0>2,  
and 
2 -1/2 a=max{2xe-X2[xE IR"}=~e - = < l .  
(iii) Apply Lemma 4.4 with 
f (x )  = f (x )  -- f ls inx,  x] = min{fls inx[x E [x]}, " 
and a = max{icosxlx  ~ ]~"} = l t l  < 1. 
(iv) is proved analogously to (iii). [] 
x2 = max{fls inx[x E [x]} 
The interval arithmetic evaluation of a real function f • I~ ~ ll~ is not necessarily a P-contraction, 
if f is a contraction. This can be seen by the example f (x )  = x - x. Here, f (  [x] ) = [x] - [x] = 
d( [x] ) [ -1 ,  1]. Choose [x] symmetric with respect o O, i.e., -x_ = ~, and let [y] = O. Then, 
q( f ( [x ] ) , f ( [y ] ) )  = q(d( [x ] ) . [ -1 ,1 ] ,O)  = d( [x ] )  = 2l[x]l = 2q( [x] ,O)  = 2q( [x l , [y ] ) ,  
although 
q( f (x ) ,  f (y ) )  = q(0,0)  = 0 ~< aq(x ,y ) ,  
for all x, y ~ ]~ and any fixed a ~ [0, 1.). 
Our next lemma helps to construct P-contractions in ~]t~ n.
Lemma 4.6. Let [ f ]  : 1IIR" ---+ 1IIR" be a P-contraction and let [g] : IIIR" ---+ II]R" be a Q-contraction. 
Then the following assertions hold: 
(a) I f ]  -4- [g] is a (P + Q)-contraction, provided that p (P  + Q) < 1; 
(b) I f ]  ( [g ] )  is a PQ-contraction, provided that p(PQ)  < 1; 
(c) Let n = 1; then [ f ] .  [g] is an (aQ +flP)-contraction, provided that [ [ f ] ( [x ] )  I <~ a, 
I [g l ( [x ] ) l  ~ fl for all [x] E 1IIR, and [aQ + flPI < 1. 
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Proof. (a) By (2.1) we get 
q ( ( [ f l±[g] ) ( [x ] ) , ( [ f ]+[g] ) ( [y ] ) )  
~< q( [ f ]  ( [x ] ) ,  [ f ] ( [y ] ) )  +q( [g ] ( [x ] ) ,  [g l ( [y ] ) )  <~ (P + Q)q([x] ,  [y]) ,  
which proves the assertion. 
(b) By the assumptions we get 
q( [ f ] ( [g ] ( [x ] ) ) ,  [ f ] ( [g ] ( [y ] ) ) )  <~ Pq([g] ( [x] ) ,  [g ] ( [y ] ) )  ~< PQq([x],  [y]) ;  
hence the assertion follows. 
(c) Using (2.1) again, we obtain 
q ( ( [ f ] . [g ] ) ( [x ] ) , ( [ f ] - [g ] ) ( [y ] ) )  ~<q( ( [ f ] . [g ] ) ( [x ] ) , [ f ] ( [x ] ) . [g ] ( [y ] ) )  
+q([ f ] ( [x ] ) .  [g ] ( [y ] ) , ( [ f ] .  [g ] ) ( [y ] ) )  
<~ aQq([x] ,  [y]) + Pq([x],  [y])/3 
= (aQ + t iP )q( [x] ,  [y]) ,  
which proves the lemma. [] 
Applying this lemma to the functions of Example 4.5 shows immediately the P-contraction property 
of the function [ f ]  : ]IN 2 ~ 1III~ 2, defined by 
' arctan( sin([x] )) + ½e-tX]~ 
[ f l ( [x l l , [X ]2)  := 2 2 l (4.8) 
I s in ( [x ] l )  - l s in([x]2) ] " 
Unfortunately, such simple functions as 
I IN -~ IIN, 
I f ]  " [x] H [x] • [x] 
are not P-contractions. This can be seen for [x] E ER and [y] = 0 from 
q( [ f ] ( [x ] ) ,  [ f ] ( [y ] ) )  = q( [x ] .  [x] ,0)  = [[x].  [x][ 
= I [x ] l  2 = I [x] lq([x],O) = I[x]lq([x],  [Y]), 
which follows from elementary rules of q(. , . )  and I" I (cf. [4,18], e.g.). For any [z] E 1~ with 
I[z][ < ½, however, I f ]  is a P-contraction on [z].  This follows for Ix], [y] C_ [z] from 
q( f ( [x ] ) , f ( [y ] ) )~<q( [x ] . [x ] , [x ] . [y ] )+q( [x ] . [y ] , [y ] . [y ] )  
<<. I[x]lq([x], [Y]) + I[y]lq([x], [Y]) ~< 21[z]lq([x], [Y]). 
Therefore, we state two local forms of Theorem 4.1. 
Theorem 4.7. For afixed vector [z] E ]IIR n let [ f ]  : l ( [ z ] )  ~ I ( [ z ] )  be a P-contraction on [z]. 
Then the assertions of  Theorem 4.1 hold analogously with [ z ] replacing Xn and I ( [ z ] ) replacing 
IlJR ~ .
Proof. The theorem is proved analogously to Theorem 4.1. [] 
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Note that the definition of [ f ]  in Theorem 4.7 implies, in particular, [ f ]  ( [ z ] )  C_ [z]. Therefore, 
each continuous function f : [ z ] ~ ll~ ~ has at least one fixed point in [ z ], provided 
f (x )  E [ f ] ( [x ] )  holds for all x E Ix] and any [x] E l ( [ z ] ) ;  
no P-contraction property is needed for this observation which, again, is based on Brouwer's fixed- 
point theorem. If [ f ]  is inclusion monotone, i.e., 
[x] C_ [y] c [z] implies [ f ] ( [x ] )  c_ [ f ] ( [y ] ) ,  
then the fixed points of [ f ]  are contained in each of the iterates 
[x] k+l :=[ f ] ( [x ]k ) ,  k=0,1  . . . . .  
when starting this process with Ix] ° = [z ]. 
Theorem 4.8. For a fixed vector [z] E ][1R n and an n × n matrix P ~ 0 with p( P ) < 1 let 
[ z ] e E IIR ~ be a vector which satisfies 
[Z]p ~_ [ z ]+( I -e ) -~d( [z ] ) [ -1 ,1 ] .  (4.9) 
Let [ f ]  : I ( [ z  ]p) --~ I[]R ~ be a P-contraction on [z ]e with the contraction matrix P from (4.9). 
Choose 
[x] ° C_ [z] (4.10) 
and assume 
[x] l := [ f ] ( [x ]  °) C_ [z].  (4.11) 
Then the iterates 
[x] k+l := [ f ] ( [x ]  k) (4.12) 
are defined for k = O, 1 . . . .  and converge to some vector [x]" C_ [ Z ]p which is independent of Ix] ° 
as long as (4.10) and (4.11) are fulfilled. 
Proof. Assume that [x] i C [z]e holds for i = 0,1,2 . . . . .  k. This is certainly true for k = 0 and 
k = 1. Then we get 
k 
q([x] k+l, Ix] O) ~ ~q([x ]  i+l, [X] i) 
i=O 
k 
= ~q( [ f ] ( [x ] i ) ,  [ f ] ( [x] i -1) )  +q([x ]  1, [x] °) 
i=l 
k 
<~ ~Pq( [x ]  i, IX] i-I ) + q([x] l, [x] °) 
i=l 
<. . .  < (~_.,pi q([x] l ,  [x]O) <~ pi q([x] l ,  [x]O) 
"- ( [ -  e ) - lq ( [x ] l ,  IX] O) ~ ( [ -  P) -~d( [z ] ) ,  (4.13) 
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where the last inequality follows from (4.10), (4.11) and from the definition of q(., .). Hence, 
[x] k+l C [x ]°+( I -P ) - ld ( [z ] ) [ -1 ,1 ]  C [z ip,  (4.14) 
and [x] k exists for all nonnegative integers k. Since 
q([x] k+m, [X] k) = q([f]([x]~-l+m), [ f ]  ( [x]k- l ) )  
<~pq([x] k-l+m, [x] k-l) ~ . . .  ~< ekq([x]m, [X] °) 
<~pk(I-P)-ld([z]), for a l lm=0,1  . . . . .  
and since p(P) < 1 by assumption, the sequences {x~}, {2} are Cauchy sequences in ]R n, hence they 
converge to limits x* and ~*, respectively, with x* ~< ~*. Therefore, limk_+~[x] k = [_x*,~] =: [x]* 
with [x]* C_ [z ]e by (4.14). To show the uniqueness, let [y]k be constructed analogously to (4.12) 
and assume that (4.10) and (4.11) hold for [y]0 and [y]l. Let [y]* be the limit of {[y]k}. Since 
P-contractions are continuous functions, we get 
q([x]*,  [y]*) = q([f]([x]*), I f ]  ( [y]*))  ~< Pq([x]*, [y]*) ~< . . .  ~< e~q([x]*, [y]*), 
k = 0, 1 . . . . .  which implies q([x]*,  [y]*) = 0 and [x]* = [y]*. [] 
We point out that Theorem 4.8 suffers from the dependency of [ f ]  and [z ] e from the same matrix 
P. How it can be applied is shown by the following steps for which we assume [ f ]  ( Ix] ) := f (  Ix] ) 
with f being some function for which a fixed point is looked for. 
( 1 ) Choose a "sufficiently good" approximation 2 of x*, say, by some noninterval method. 
(2) Let [x] ° := [2, 2]. 
(3) Set [z] := 2 + 6[ -1 ,  1]e where 8 := - f(2)ll , or let [z] := 2 + 8[ -1 ,  1] where ~ := 
12-f(2) I. (Both possibilities imply [x] 1 := [ f ]  ( [x] °) = [ f (2 ) ,  f(2) ] = 2+[  f ( .~) -2 ,  f(2)-2] C 
[z ] . )  
(4) Check whether [ f ]  is an aP-contraction on [z] where a E (0, 1) is sufficiently small, say 
ce = 0.1, and where 0 ~< P E IIIR nxn with p(P) < 1. 
(5) Choose [z ip  := [z] + ( I -P)- ld([z])[ -1,1]  D_ [z],  and check whether [ f ]  is a P- 
contraction on [ z ] e. 
If 2 approximates x* sufficiently well, then 6 is small, hence d( [z ] )  will be small. Assuming [ f ]  
to be an aP-contraction as required in (4) lets I f ]  expect o be a P-contraction on [z ]e since [z ]e 
differs "only slightly" from [z ]. This is heuristics, of course. That it can work is illustrated by the 
following example which deals with enclosures of eigenpairs and which modifies the steps (1) - (5 )  
slightly. 
Example 4.9. Let (2, ~) be an approximation of some eigenpair (x*, A*) of a given matrix A c N n×" 
with A* being an algebraic simple eigenvalue. Assume x*, 2 to be normalized by x~ = 2, = 1. We 
will use the notation in the Example 3.2 with B = I, o~ = 1 and s = n. We choose 
[x ]° :=~:=(~) ,  ~$:=,,Cg(2, A),,oo, [ z ] :=~+t$[ -1 ,1 ]eEN ~+1. 
Let P be a nonnegative (n + 1 ) x (n + 1) matrix to be determined later on such that 
Ilello  ½ (4.15) 
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holds, the bound ½ being arbitrary within the interval (0, 1 ). Then 
[z]e := [z] + 2d( [z ] ) [ -1 ,  1] = ~ + 58[ -1 ,  1]e 
fulfils 
[Z]p D_ [ z ]+( I -e ) -~d( [z ] ) [ -1 ,1 ] ,  
since 
OO OO 
ii(I_p)-~llo~= ~'~pk <~ ~IIPIIL=(1--11PIIo~)-' <2. 
k--O ~ k=O 
Thus (4.9) of Theorem 4.8 holds, and the assumptions (4.10) and (4.11) of this theorem can also be 
seen at once. We will show that [ f ]  is a P-contraction on [z ] p with the same P as above, provided 
is small enough, i.e., (~, A) approximates (x*, A*) sufficiently well. To this end let 
([v]' ~C[z]p-~, [w]=( [w]' )C_[z]p-~, 
[v] = [v ] .+ l )  - [w].+l  
and choose 
( A - ( e ( n ) ) "r i i  - Yc ) - ' 0 C = \
It is known (cf. [15]) that the inverse of 
(e(')) T 0 
exists at least in some neighbourhood of (x, A) = (x*, A*). With (2.1) and 
(A -Th loX)  C_ 1 (O-x+Yc)  
(e(n)) r = + 0 ' 
we get 
q ( [ f l  (~' + [v]) ,  [ f ] (~  + [w]))  
:~({~(o ,~,  {cO ~w,, o0 )},~ (o o ))~w~) 
o )}~ {c(O 0 0 
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With 
+q({c(O-[o]')}[w],{c(O-[w]')}[w] ) 
<~ C(O0-[v]') q([v],[w])+]Clq((O-[v]'0 ),(O-[w]' 0 ))~w~ 
~.,c,((o-~. 0 0 ) q([v]'[w])+q((-[v]')'( -[w] 
~<ICI{ ( O-[v]' II}q( ,[w]). 
P := 581Cl 
11 / 
"°. O " 
°°. 
O °°. 
1 
= 561c1(1 + (e - e <"+1)) (e<"+O)T), 
we thus get 
q ( [ f ]  (~ + [v]), [ f ] (~ + [w])) ~< Pq([v],  [w]) -" Pq(~ + [v],~ + [w]). 
For sufficiently small & i.e., for sufficiently good approximations (~, A), the condition [IPll~ ~ ½ 
is certainly fulfilled, so that Theorem 4.8 can be applied. Note, that C depends on (~, A), but it is 
bounded if (~, A) lies in some fixed neighbourhood f (x*, A*). 
If it is known that [ f ]  is a P-contraction on some interval vector [z ]e, one often can construct a
vector [ z ] such that 
[Z]p = [Z] + ( I -  e ) - ld ( [z ] ) [ -1 ,1 ]  
holds. How this can be done is stated in our next theorem. 
Theorem 4.10. Let [ f ]  be a P-contraction on [z ]e E 1[]~ n. Then 
[z]e = [z] + ( I -  P ) -~d( [z ] ) [ -1 ,  1] (4.16) 
implies 
[z] = [Zp + (31-  e) -~d( [z ]e ) , -~e  - (31-  e) -~d( [z ]e ) ] ,  (4.17) 
provided that z <. 5. 
Proof. Since (4.16) implies 
z e=z- ( I -P ) - l (~-z ) ,  
we get 
=z + ( I - -  P ) (z -  ze ) .  (4.18) 
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By (4.16) and (4.18), it follows 
ze =z-+ ( I -  p ) - l (~-_  z) =z+ ( I -  P ) (z -zp)  +z -ze ;  
hence, 
d ( [z ]e )  =(3 I -P ) (z -zp)  
and 
z=zp + (3 I -  P)- ld([z]p).  
Substituting (4.19) in (4.18) yields 
~ = ze + (31-  P)- ld([z]e)  + ( I -  P) (31-  P)- ld([z]p) 
= ~p -- d (  [ z  ]~,) + (3 I  - P ) -1  (21 - e)d([z]e) 
= ~p - (31 - e ) -~{3 I  - P - (21 - P)}d([z]e) 
= ~e - (31-  P)- ld([z]e) .  
Note that (3 I -P )  -l ½( I -  l -1 l = ~P) exists by Neumann's eries, since p(~P) = ½p(P) < ~ < I. 
The inequality z ~< ~ in Theorem 4.10 is equivalent to 
2(31 - P)- ld([z]e)  <. d([z]e). 
Therefore, in the case n = 1, we get 
z~<z- -'. ;- d ( [z ]e )  ~ ½(3I -e )d ( [z ]e ) ,  
where 3I - P > 2 because of p(P) < 1. This means that z < ~- is always true for n = 1. 
For n > 1, this inequality can fail, as is shown by the example (1,) 
p:= 7 
1 1 ' 
which yields 
p(P) = ¼ < 1 
and 
d( [z le )  = (0" 1001), 
! l) 
2(31--P)- ld([z]e)  =3 - i i  
8(,0  )(OOOl) l 
=9-9 1 10 1 = \10.001 ~d( [z ]e ) .  
163 
(4.19) 
[] 
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5. Success in epsilon-inflation 
If the ansatz method escribed in Section 1 works, the conditions in ( 1.2) are trivially fulfilled since 
they are used to compute . In the method which we called "trial and error" it is a priori unknown 
whether (1.2) can be achieved when kmax in Algorithm 1 is sufficiently large. For P-contractions [ f ] ,  
however, success is guaranteed provided that the inflated vectors [x]~ of Algorithm 1 can be written 
in the form 
..1 k+l [~j,  =[ f ] ( [x ]~, )+[6]  ~, 
with [6] k tending to some limit [6] which contains 0 in its interior. For inflations like (vii) in 
Section 1 these assumptions seem to be reasonable at least for sequences { [x] k} which converge to 
some limit [x]~ since then, for k ~ oc, and with [x] k+I := [ f ]  ([x]~) the interval vectors 
[6] k = d( [x]k+l) [ -e ,  e] + [-r / ,  r/] tend to [6] :=d( [x ]~) [ -e ,e ]+[ - r / , r / ] ,  
which apparently fulfils 0 E int( [6] ). 
Note that the enclosure of rounding errors can also be incorporated in [ f ] :  think of [ f ]  ( [x ] )  to 
be the outward rounded interval arithmetic evaluation f (  [x] ), so that 
f ( [x ] )  C [ f ] ( [x ] )  
holds. The crucial condition, however, is the P-contraction property for [ f ] .  
Theorem 5.1. Let [ f ]  : lII~ n ~ l[~" be a P-contraction satisfying (1.1). Iterate by inflation accord- 
ing to 
_lk+, [x]k) [6]k [~tj, :=[ f ] (  + , (5.1) 
where [8] k E lIll~" are given vectors which converge to some limit [6]. If [6] contains 0 in its 
interior, then there is an integer ko = k0( [x] °) such that 
[ f ] ( [x ]~)  C_ int([x]~) (5.2) 
holds. 
Proof. Let [h ] ( [x ] )  := [ f ] ( [x ] )  + [6]. Then by (2.1) we get 
q( [h] ( [x ] ) ,  [h] ( [y ] ) )  = q( [ f ] ( [x ] ) ,  [ f ] ( [y ] ) )  ~< Pq([x] ,  [y]) ;  (5.3) 
hence [h] is a P-contraction. By Theorem 4.1 it has a unique fixed point [x] * which satisfies 
[x]* = [ f l ( [x ]* )  + [61. (5.4) 
Assume for the moment hat 
lim [x] k , = [x]* (5.5) 
k---*oo 
holds for the sequence in (5.1). By the continuity of [ f ]  we have 
lim I f  ](Ix]k,) = [ f ] ( [x ]* ) .  (5.6) 
k---*oo 
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Since 0 E int( [8] ), Eq. (5.4) implies 
[ f ] ( [x ]* )  c_ int([x]*).  
Together with (5.5) and (5.6) this yields (5.2) for all sufficiently large integers k0. 
We will prove now the assumption (5.5). With (2.1) we obtain 
q([x]~ +l, [x]*) = q([f]([x]k,) -k- [6] k, [ f ]  ([X]*) + [8]) 
<~ Pq([x]k,, [x]*) + q([6] k, [8]) 
<~ e2q([x]k-l, [x]*) +Pq([6] k-l, [8]) +q( [6 ]  k, [8]) 
k 
<~ . . .  <~ ek+lq( [x ]° , ,  Ix]*) + ~--" Piq([6]k-i, [8]). 
i=0 
Fix 0 > 0. Since p(P) < 1 there is an integer m such that 
pi <~ Oee ~, for a l l i />m.  
Since limk__.~ [6]k-= [6], there are a constant c > 0 and an integer k' > m with 
q([6] i , [8] )  ~<ce, i=O, 1 . . . . .  
and 
(5.7) 
q([6]k-i,[6])<,,Oe, k>.k', i=0 ,1  . . . . .  m. 
For k ~> k' we thus get with (5.7) 
m k 
q( [x]k, +l, [x]*) ~< OeeTq( [x] °, [x]*) + ~ eiOe + em+l Z Pi-(m+l)ce 
i=O i=m+ 1 
O{ee~q([x]°,, [x]*) + ( I -  e ) - le  + eeT( I -  P)- lce}. 
Since the expression in braces is independent of 0, m and k, and since 0 can be chosen arbitrarily 
small, (5.5) holds. [] 
Let [b] E l[]l~ n, [A] E ]I~ "×", and let [D] ,  E ]IIR "×" be diagonal with I E [D] ,  and p(I[D],[A] l) 
< 1. Define [ f ]  by I f ]  ( [x ] )  := [D] , ( [b ]  + [A] [x]).  Then Theorem 5.1 is essentially identical 
with [ 23, Theorem 5 ]. 
In many cases, [ f ]  is only a local P-contraction, i.e., a P-contraction with respect o some vector 
[ z ]. Then based on Theorem 4.7 one can formulate a local analogon of Theorem 5.1 which we first 
formulate and prove for [ 8] ~ = [ 6], k = 0, 1 . . . . .  
Theorem 5.2. Let [ f ]  : ]Ill~ n ~ ][~" satisfy (1.1) and let [6], [z] E ]IIR" fulfil the following 
properties: 
(i) 0E  int([6]) ;  
(ii) [ f ]  is a local P-contraction on 
[z ]e ~_ [z] q- ( I -  P ) - ld ( [z  ] ) [ -1,  1]. (5.8) 
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If [X] ° C [Z] and [x]l, C [z] hold for the iterates from (5.1) with [8] k := [t~], then there is an 
integer k0 = k0([x] °) such that (5.2) is true. In particular, f from (1.1) has a foced point in [x]~. 
Proof. Since [h i ( Ix ] ) :=  [ f ] ( [x ] )+ [t~] fulfils (5.3) for all Ix], [y] C_ [ZIp, the function [hi 
is a local P-contraction on [Z]p. By Theorem 4.8 there is a vector [x]* C_ [zip which satisfies 
lim [x],  k = [x]* = h([x]*)  = [ f ] ( [x ]* )  q- [t~]. 
k---*oo 
Since 0 E int( [t~] ), this yields 
[ f ] ( [x ]* )  C_ int([x]*) ,  
and the assertion follows from (5.6), (5.10) and from the first equality in (5.9). 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
[] 
To get full analogy of Theorem 5.1, condition (5.8) has to be replaced by a slightly more 
complicated one. 
Theorem 5.3. Let [ f ]  : ]I~ n ~ IrR ~ satisfy (1.1), and let [~]k, [t~], [z] E I[]~fulfil the following 
properties: 
(i) limk__,~[8]k = [t~]; 
(ii) 0 E int([t~]); 
(iii) [ f ]  is a local P-contraction on 
with 
[Z]e ~_ [ z ]+( I -P ) - l (d ( [z ] )+v) [ -1 ,1 ] ,  
v := max{w,d([z] )  + (I - P ) - ld ( [z ] )} ,  
where 
w := (mkax{q([8]/k, [8]i)}) E ~n. 
I f[x] ° C_ [Z] and [x] l, C_ [z] hold forthe iterates from (5.1), then there is an integer ko = ko ([x] °) 
such that (5.2) is true. In particular, f from (1.1) has a fixed point in [x]~. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 5.2 there is a vector [x]* C_ [z ]p which satisfies 
[x]* = [ f ]  ([x]*)  + [8]. 
It remains to show 
lim [x] k = [x]*; 
k--*oo 
then the proof can be finished as in Theorem 5.1. To this end, we prove by induction 
[xlk, C_ [Z]p, k=0,1  . . . . .  (5.11) 
For k = 0 and k -- 1 this holds by assumption. 
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Let [x] °, [x] 1 k Then as in (5.7) we have , . . . . .  [x ] ,  C_ [ z ]p .  
k 
q([x]k, +1, [x]*) ~< Pk+lq([x]°, [X]*) + ~-",piq([6]k-i, [8]).  
i=0 
(5.12) 
Since [x] ° C_ [z] by assumption, and since [x]* C_ [z] + ( I -  P)- ld([z])[ -1,  1] by Theorem 
4.8, we get 
q( [x]  °, [x]*) ~ Iz-~-I + ( I -p ) - ld ( [z ] )  = d( [z ] )  + (I -P ) - ld ( [z ] ) ;  
hence (5.12) implies 
k 
q([x]k, +', [X]*) ~< P~+l{d([z]) + ( I -  P)-~d([z ]) } + ~-~ P~w 
i=o 
pk+Iu + Z Piu ~ Piu = ( I -  P)-1v. 
i=O i=O 
Therefore, 
1 k+l  * x l ,  C [x] +( I - -P ) - Iv [ - -1 ,1 ]  
C_ [z] +( I - -P ) -~d( [z ] ) [ - -1 ,1 ]+( l -p ) - lv [ -1 ,1 ]  C [z]e,  
and (5.11) is true. 
The proof finishes now following the lines of Theorem 5.1. The inclusion (5.11) is needed to 
justify the first estimate in (5.7) which is now based on the P-contraction property on [z ] e. [] 
6. Numerical results 
In our final section we illustrate our theoretical results by some examples. We start by a rather 
trivial one which fulfils the conditions of Theorem 5.2. 
Example 6.1. Let f (x)  := x.x ,  [ f ] ( [x ] )  := [x] • [x], [z] := [ -2 ,2 ]  • 10 -2 , P := ½, [x],  := 
[x] + [8] with [8] := [ -1 ,  1] • 10 -4 .  Then 0E  int([8]) ,  
[z]p := [z] + ( I -  P)-~d([z])[-1, 1] = [ -0 .1 ,0 .1] ,  
q( [x]  • Ix],  [y] • [y])  ~< q([x]  • [x], [x] • [y])  + q([x]  • [y],  [y] • [y])  
~< (l[x]l + I[y]l)q([x], [Y]) 
~<0.2q( [x ] , [y ] ) ,  for all [x ] , [y ]  C_ [z]v; 
hence I f ]  is a local P-contraction on [z]v. 
With Ix] ° := 10 -2 we get 
[x] ° = [0.99, 1.01] • 10 -2 c_ [z] ,  
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[x] j = [ f ]  ([x] °) = [0.9801, 1.0201]. 10 -4, 
[x] 1, = [ -0 .0199,2.0201] .  10 -4 _c [z].  
Thus the assumptions of Theorem 5.2 are fulfilled, whence (5.2) holds for some integer k0. Indeed, 
Ix] 2 = I f ]  (Ix]l,) = [ -0 .04019999,4.08080401]  • 0 -8 C_ int([x] 1,). 
Example 6.2. Let A E ~21 ×21 be the Wilkinson matrix W + defined by 
O 
A = W~I :--- 
10 1 
1 9 
1 
1 
8 1 
".. " .  
1 
0 
0 1 
".. ".. 
1 81 
191 
110 
To verify the largest eigenvalue A21 , apply Algorithm 1.1 with ~ := (~) replacing 2. Compute the 
eigenpair approximations with a software package like EISPACK or LAPACK, and choose [x],  from 
(viii) in Section 1, f and [ f ]  from Example 3.2 with C being an approximate inverse of 
A - AI -2  
(e(n)) T 0 )" 
Example 4.9 lets expect that Theorem 5.2 holds, and, in fact, after ten steps of iterations (with 
e-inflation) one ends up with the verified inclusion 
[A] = [ 10.746 194 182903 39, 10.746 194 18290340], 
skipping the corresponding verification of the eigenvector. 
How to choose e generally in verification algorithms remains an open question. Some remarks on 
this problem--primari ly based on exper ience-  can be found in [ 11,21 ]. 
For an effective stimate of ( I -  p ) - i  which occurs in Theorems 4.8, 5.2 and 5.3, we refer to [8]. 
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